Locomotor decoupling and the origin of hominin bipedalism
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Abstract

Theoretical adaptive landscapes and mathematical representations of key constraints of evolutionary and primate biology are used to propose a new hypothesis for the origin of hominin bipedalism. These constraints suggest that the selective pressure that produced this novel form of locomotion was the need for effective suspensory and terrestrial movement. This testable hypothesis, termed the Decoupling Hypothesis, posits that bipedalism is an adaptation that enables the shoulder to maintain a high degree of mobility, a feature important to suspensory behaviors, in the face of significant demands for a high degree of stability, a feature important for highly effective terrestrial quadrupedism.
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1. Introduction

Bipedal locomotion is a pivotal development in the course of hominin evolution. Its importance was appreciated early in human evolutionary studies (Dart, 1925; Darwin, 1871) and bipedalism has long been regarded as “the basic adaptation for the foundation of the human radiation starting man on his ‘separate evolutionary path’” (Washburn, 1951, 1959; from Hewes, 1961, p. 687). Scientists now recognize that habitual terrestrial bipedalism was the first uniquely hominin attribute to evolve and that it predisposed hominins to evolve other uniquely human traits (Ward, 2002). The question of whether a fossil species is a hominin can be appropriately posed as: was it a biped?

Since Dart’s (1925) initial australopithecine discovery, a great deal of research has been dedicated to reconstructing early hominin behaviors. Ward (2002) distinguishes between two separate, although complementary, research questions concerning early hominin locomotion. First, researchers endeavor to reconstruct the daily locomotor behaviors of early hominins and evaluate their relative capacities for different locomotor adaptations. A great deal of study has been dedicated to this end and, although debate persists, the question is ever closer to resolution (Berge, 1991, 1994; Crompton et al., 1998; Duncan et al., 1994; Jungers, 1988, 1991; Kramer, 1999; Kramer and Eck, 2000; Latimer et al., 1987; Latimer and Lovejoy, 1989, 1990a, b; Lovejoy, 1988; Lovejoy et al., 1973; MacLatchy, 1996; Rak, 1991; Spoor et al., 1994; Stern and Susman, 1983, 1991; Susman et al., 1984).

The second question is to determine the selective pressure that caused hominin bipedalism to evolve. Numerous selective pressures and corresponding scenarios have been put forth to account for the origin of bipedalism. The proposed selective pressures include: provisioning (Lovejoy, 1981), vigilance (Dart, 1925; Darwin, 1871), terrestrial efficiency (Rodman and McHenry, 1980), transporting food (Hewes, 1961), transporting infants (Sinclair et al., 1986), transporting tools (Washburn, 1960), effective tool use (Marzke, 1986), behavioral displays (Jablonski and Chaplin, 1993), seed eating (Jolly, 1970), increased foraging efficiency (Wrangham, 1980), feeding posture (Hunt, 1994), hylobatian model (Tuttle, 1975, 1981) and thermoregulation (Wheeler, 1991a, b). Despite these diverse hypothesized pressures and the tremendous amount of research, no theory has been met...
with universal support. Consequently, understanding the origin of bipedalism continues to be an elusive goal for paleoanthropology.

The purpose of this paper is to explore a possible increase in fitness resulting from the relaxation of the selective pressure for shoulder stability, which would have accompanied the adoption of bipedalism. I employ adaptive landscapes and mathematical models of well-established concepts from evolutionary biology and apply them to aspects of primate anatomy and behavior. When synthesized, the adaptive landscapes and models produce a series of visually interpretable results that provide the conceptual underpinning for a testable new hypothesis for the origin of bipedalism called the Decoupling Hypothesis (DH). The DH posits that hominin bipedalism is an adaptation that reduces the selective pressure for shoulder stability so that hominins could simultaneously achieve highly effective terrestrial and suspensory behaviors, a combination not accessible to quadrupeds because of a trade-off in shoulder stability and mobility. Negative affects on fitness related to changes in hind limb morphology are not included in the models, but are discussed.

A review of the numerous forms of primate locomotion reveals that most primates, excluding a few notable exceptions, naturally use both the forelimbs and hind limbs simultaneously (Hunt et al., 1996). Since all four limbs act cooperatively during locomotion, the general primate body plan can be considered to consist of a single “locomotor module,” a term Gatesy and Dial (1996, p. 331) define as “anatomical subregions of the musculoskeletal system that are highly integrated and act as functional units during locomotion.” Humans are similar to other primates in predominantly utilizing a single locomotor module, but have diverged markedly from the quadrupedal pattern. In modern humans, the forelimbs are freed from weight bearing responsibilities, and that entire burden has shifted to the hind limbs. Thus, for primates, quadrupedism represents the primitive state, while bipedalism is the derived one. To understand the origin of hominin bipedalism is to understand the reallocation of weight bearing function during terrestrial locomotor from four limbs to two. Because the forelimb was relieved of its weight bearing function, and the shoulder transmits forces from the forelimb to the body when engaged in locomotion, the shoulder may prove a fruitful place to search for evidence of the selective pressure that caused bipedalism. To begin, pertinent evolutionary concepts and aspects of primate biology will be examined.

2. Adaptive landscapes

The phenotypic adaptive landscape, a descendent of Wright’s (1932) adaptive landscapes relating fitness to genotypes, was originally described by Simpson (1944) as an approach to bridge the conceptual gap between micro- and macroevolutionary processes (Arnold et al., 2001). Simpson (1944) used landscapes to illustrate several critical concepts in evolution, including: phenotypic variation, selection, response to a changing environment, speciation, and adaptive radiation (Arnold et al., 2001). The phenotypic adaptive landscape (referred from here onward as an adaptive landscape) is a two-dimensional surface where each dimension represents the possible character values of a particular continuous trait. Peaks (areas of higher elevation) and valleys (areas of lower elevation) denote phenotypes of higher and lower adaptive fitness, respectively. Since Simpson’s description, no tool has been used so successfully and extensively to visualize major concepts in phenotypic evolution (Arnold et al., 2001). These landscapes provide evolutionary biologists with a powerful device to generate and test hypotheses about phenotypic evolution.

The shape of an adaptive landscape is largely determined by the environment and can consist of single or multiple peaks that correspond to phenotypes with higher fitness for a specific niche. Populations shift across the phenotypic landscapes as selection acts to drive populations to areas of higher fitness. The movement (directional selection) occurs because phenotypes closer to peaks enjoy greater reproductive success than those further away. Stabilizing (a population at the top of a peak) and disruptive (multiple peaks) selection can also be visualized. The shape of the landscape is also susceptible to change resulting in new fitness levels for phenotypes. Change in a landscape reflects variation in environmental/ niche conditions and contributing factors may include: climate/ecological changes, colonization of new environments and changing predator/prey relationships (Arnold et al., 2001), although organisms are also dynamic shapers of their own adaptive landscapes (Partridge, 1978). In changing environments, populations will track the moving peak, but rapid peak movement can result in extinction if population change cannot pace environmental change and populations remain in areas of low fitness.

3. Ecological niches, locomotor behaviors and demands on primate shoulders

Primates are characterized by a number of specialized features that are related to life in an arboreal habitat, including a relatively mobile shoulder necessary to navigate discontinuous canopy supports (Clark, 1959). The importance of mobility is evident in primate shoulder morphology which is typified, relative to non-primates, by a globular, highly curved humeral head and a small, relatively flat glenoid fossa (Larson, 1993). While generally more mobile than other mammals, primate shoulders exhibit a great deal of morphological variation, reflecting this group’s diverse locomotor and postural behaviors. A primate’s shoulder morphology must balance the separate demands for mobility and stability (Larson, 1993). Mobility is defined as the potential range of motion of a joint, while stability is the ability to prevent motion in a
given direction (Hamrick, 1996). Stability can thus refer to the reduction of unwanted passive movements outside normal kinematics and those that disrupt joint integrity.

A primate niche necessitates living and traveling on specific portions of the environment, and as a result, varied substrates (e.g. the ground, tree branches and trunks). These activities are accomplished by locomotor and postural behaviors which generate selective pressures on shoulder morphology. The relationship between shoulder morphology and locomotor behaviors has been examined across primate taxa (see Larson, 1993). Primates adapted to suspensory behaviors have shoulders characterized by large highly curved humeral heads that rise well above the tubercles, relatively small flat glenoid fossae and dorsally positioned scapulae. Analogies in the shoulders of the hominoids and the atelines suggest that this morphology provides the ability to fully abduct the forelimb, thus enhancing suspensory adaptations. Primates that do not engage in suspensory behaviors, relying heavily on quadrupedism (both arboreal and terrestrial), have shoulders distinguish by proximally flattened humeral heads that do not extend above the tubercles, glenoid fossae that are relatively large, and scapulae situated on the lateral aspect of the thorax. These features increase the ability of the shoulder to engage in quadrupedism by adding stability (under compression) to the joint as well as increasing the lever arm of specific muscles. A third set of behaviors, such as sitting and lying (which do not load the shoulder) and vertical climbing (which puts the shoulder under tension) require neither a highly stable shoulder nor one mobile to the point of full abduction. Consequently, these behaviors are likely to have relatively little influence on shoulder morphology. It is interesting to note that while specific morphologies serve to enhance specific locomotor behaviors, it has also been demonstrated that specific loading patterns during growth influence final joint morphology (Duren, 1999; Frost, 1990; Hamrick, 1999; Shefelbine et al., 2002).

The observed morpho-behavioral correlations (Larson, 1993) match the theoretical expectations (Hamrick, 1996) relating morphology with demands for joint mobility and stability. Because the demands for mobility and stability are produced by separate locomotor and postural behaviors, these demands do not have to be correlated. That is, how effective a primate needs to be at one locomotor or postural behavior need not dictate how effective it needs to be at other behaviors, and as a result each unique primate niche will have a unique combination of stability and mobility demands. Thus, an infinite number of combinations of mobility and stability demands are theoretically possible.

4. Trade-off constraints and primate shoulders

While the demands for stability and mobility are independent and the combinations virtually limitless, the actual morphology that a primate shoulder can physically attain is constrained because of a trade-off (negative correlation) between joint stability and mobility. A trade-off is “an inescapable compromise between one trait and another” that makes it “impossible for any population of organisms to evolve optimal solutions to all agents of selection at once” (Freeman and Herron, 1998, p. 297). This type of adaptive constraint is widely recognized in evolutionary biology. Examples of trade-offs include: number and size of female Begonia involucrata flowers (Schemske and Ågren, 1995), black and red mating coloration in male threespine stickleback fish (Gasterosteus aculeatus) (Hagen et al., 1980; Milinski and Bakker, 1990), current reproduction and future reproduction in birds (Lindén and Møller, 1989), and female investment in children and grandchildren (Hawkes et al., 1998). The trade-off between shoulder mobility and stability occurs because mobile primate shoulders and stable primate shoulder are the extremes of a single phenotypic continuum (Larson, 1993). At one extreme are features that enhance shoulder mobility (curved humeral head, small glenoid, low tubercles and dorsally positioned scapula) while at the opposite extreme are features that increase shoulder stability (proximally flat humeral head, large glenoid and laterally positioned scapula). Thus movement towards one extreme requires movement away from the other extreme. As a result, enhanced shoulder mobility reduces stability, and vice versa.

5. Key innovations and evolutionary decouplings

Accelerations in the rate of evolutionary change of characteristics of an organism are usually called “Key Innovations,” especially when they are triggers for diversification (Galís, 2001). Most definitions of key innovations suggest that they increase the number of independent traits and potential versatility of the body plan, opening new character space and allowing for the occupation of more niches (Galís, 2001). Hominin bipedalism appears to be such a key innovation. Four types of key innovations are recognized and include: increased complexity, duplications, new structures and decouplings (Galís, 2001).

Decouplings are particularly common key innovations that result in the division of a single trait into two distinct and relatively independent traits (Galís, 2001; Lauder and Liem, 1989; Schaefer and Lauder, 1986; Vermeij, 1974). Many soft and hard tissue evolutionary novelties are the result of decouplings. Lungs evolved from a pouch in the digestive track and allowed early tetrapods to transition from water to land (Graham, 1997; Johanson, 1970). Muscles are often subdivided into different components, and eventually separated muscles, that have independent lines of action and function (Hildebrand, 1995). Hard tissue decouplings result from modification of bony articulations and can provide greater versatility in function. Cichlid fish decoupled their jaw and cheek bones, increasing mobility and improving predatory capacities.
Novel life history stages might also be considered the result of decouplings, as total time between conception and death is divided into more stages with relatively independent developmental purposes (Bogin, 1990). Such physical and behavioral manifestations have underlying genetic causes and correlated genes can become decoupled as selection acts to reduce covariance (Roff, 1997).

Generally, decouplings serve to distribute individual functions to individual structures so that structures do not need to accommodate multiple functions. The evolution of powered flight in birds involves a decoupling that is pertinent to the origin of hominin bipedalism. Modern birds evolved from bipedal theropod dinosaurs (Gatesy and Middleton, 1997; Gauthier, 1986; Ostrom, 1976). These dinosaurs moved with the hind limbs and tail acting in concert as a single locomotor module (Gatesy and Dial, 1996). While the tail of non-avian theropod dinosaurs was used to counterbalance the front of the body around the hip during bipedal progression (Gatesy and Dial, 1996), the tail of modern birds plays only a minor role in terrestrial locomotion (Gatesy and Dial, 1993), but provided the requisite lift and stability for early flight (Peters and Gutmann, 1985). Gatesy and Dial (1996) offer that, during the evolution of avian flight, the hind limbs and tail became decoupled so each could perform, and evolve to meet the specific demands of, different locomotor behaviors (Fig. 1). This decoupling did not result in complete independence of the hind limbs and tail modules as the tail is active during terrestrial locomotion, the hind limbs are active during flight, and both modules are employed for takeoff and landing (Gatesy and Dial, 1993, 1996). Thus, the locomotor decoupling in birds and their ancestors resulted in relatively greater functional independence between the hind limbs and tail as compared to their theropod dinosaur ancestors.

6. Methods

Adaptive landscapes were modeled in the statistical package R (R Development Core Team, 2005) as a bivariate cumulative normal distribution using the pmvnorm function. The $x$, $y$, and $z$-axes represent the stability and mobility of the shoulder and the shoulder fitness of that combination (or phenotype), respectively. Each varies from zero to one. For the shoulder traits, zero is no capacity and one is maximal capacity for that trait. The shoulder fitness of a phenotype is the cumulative probability at a point on the surface of the landscape, and varies between zero and one, where zero is the lowest possible fitness and one is a perfect match between environment and morphology. Shoulder fitness was modeled using a bivariate cumulative because it provides a landscape where all morphologies that meet the demands for mobility and stability have a higher fitness than all morphologies that fail to meet either one or both demands. The cumulative function provides no negative affect (lower fitness) for morphologies that exceed the demand of the environment, but only marginal increases in shoulder fitness once the environmental demands have been met (i.e. once a relatively high level of fitness has been achieved).

The model requires five parameters: two means, two variances and one covariance. The means were modeled between zero and one, where zero represents no demand for the shoulder trait and one represents the highest demand for a shoulder trait. The fitness peaks for 900 theoretical niches were created by varying both means between zero and one at 0.033 intervals. The variances were modeled to be equal and were set at a low value (0.01). Increasing the variances results in a flatter adaptive landscape and reduces the fitness differential among phenotypes. The covariance between demands for shoulder mobility and stability have been met (i.e. once a relatively high level of fitness has been achieved).

The model requires five parameters: two means, two variances and one covariance. The means were modeled between zero and one, where zero represents no demand for the shoulder trait and one represents the highest demand for a shoulder trait. The fitness peaks for 900 theoretical niches were created by varying both means between zero and one at 0.033 intervals. The variances were modeled to be equal and were set at a low value (0.01). Increasing the variances results in a flatter adaptive landscape and reduces the fitness differential among phenotypes. The covariance between demands for shoulder mobility and stability have been met (i.e. once a relatively high level of fitness has been achieved).

The model requires five parameters: two means, two variances and one covariance. The means were modeled between zero and one, where zero represents no demand for the shoulder trait and one represents the highest demand for a shoulder trait. The fitness peaks for 900 theoretical niches were created by varying both means between zero and one at 0.033 intervals. The variances were modeled to be equal and were set at a low value (0.01). Increasing the variances results in a flatter adaptive landscape and reduces the fitness differential among phenotypes. The covariance between demands for shoulder mobility and stability have been met (i.e. once a relatively high level of fitness has been achieved).
The trade-off between shoulder mobility and stability was modeled as a line across the adaptive landscape. The line represents the physically attainable shoulder morphologies that are part of the theoretical adaptive landscape with highly mobile shoulders towards one end of the line and highly stable shoulders at the other. A hyperbolic model \((y \propto 1/x)\) was used to represent the negative correlation between shoulder traits, and provides minimum limits to both traits in order to maintain joint function. Even solid bone provides some mobility because it flexes (Pearson and Lieberman, 2004), and even the most mobile of joints would be stable if compressed so that the force passed through the centers of the joint surfaces. The trade-off line was superimposed upon all 900 theoretical niches. Fig. 2 shows four exemplar landscapes and includes the line of physically attainable shoulder morphologies.

To investigate the effect of the shoulder trade-off on fitness for the modeled niches, the optimize procedure in R (golden search algorithm) was used to search for the maximum shoulder fitness along the trade-off line in each of the 900 modeled niches. The maximum shoulder fitness value for each niche was plotted against the stability and mobility demands for that niche. Then, for each niche that had a maximum shoulder fitness value of less than 0.9, the effect of incorporating bipedalism in each of the lower fitness niches was assessed by reducing the stability demand by increments of 0.002 until the fitness was above 0.9. Bipedalism is modeled as reduction in the demand for shoulder stability because replacing quadrupedism with bipedalism would reduce the demand for shoulder stability. If the maximum fitness for a niche was already above 0.9, then the amount of stability reduction (bipedalism) was set at zero. See Fig. 3 for diagram of methodology.

The reduction in shoulder stability was then plotted against the original niche demands for shoulder stability and mobility. The reduction of stability was then divided by the original demand for shoulder stability. This provides the proportion of quadrupedism (original stability demand) that would have to be replaced with bipedalism to raise fitness above 0.9. This proportion was then plotted against the original niche demands for stability and mobility.

Fig. 2. Adaptive landscapes for four modeled niches that include trade-off line. A–D: Adaptive landscape, that include trade-off line, for niches with demands for: (A) high mobility and low stability \((X_M = 0.5, X_S = 0.1)\); (B) high mobility and high stability \((X_M = 0.5, X_S = 0.5)\); (C) low mobility and low stability \((X_M = 0.1, X_S = 0.1)\); and (D) low mobility and high stability \((X_M = 0.1, X_S = 0.5)\). \((X_M = \text{mobility demand}, X_S = \text{stability demand})\). Labeling of vertical axis “shoulder fitness” denotes the contribution of the shoulder to total fitness.”
7. Results

Fig. 4 depicts the maximum possible fitness for the 900 theoretical niches. The two horizontal axes represent the demands for mobility and stability, and the vertical axis represents the maximum possible fitness along the line of attainable shoulder morphologies. The effect of the trade-off constraint on primate fitness is that there is a large area of the graph, representing many potential niches, where the maximum possible fitness approaches zero. These represent niches that have intense demands for both shoulder stability and mobility. Note that the graph has been rotated so that the area of high shoulder mobility and stability demands is closest to the reader.

Fig. 5 shows the absolute reduction of stability demand (which equals a replacement of quadrupedism with bipedalism) sufficient to raise the maximum level of fitness above 0.9, and Fig. 6 depicts this reduction in shoulder stability (bipedalism) as a proportion of the original demand for stability.

8. Discussion

The results in Fig. 4 show that there are many niches (those that require highly stable and highly mobile shoulders) in which the maximum fitness of any attainable morphology is very low, approaching zero. Thus, niches that require highly effective forms of terrestrial (or above-branch) quadrupedism and suspensory behaviors are unavailable to quadrupedal primates. Many factors probably influence how effective a primate needs to be at locomotor and postural behaviors. Factors affecting quadrupedal efficacy likely include: efficiency (energy consumption), muscle fatigue, body mass, day journey,
home area, average speed, maximum speed and time spent in activity. Factors that determine suspensory efficacy probably include: efficiency (energy consumption), muscle fatigue, body mass, travel distance, canopy height, stability of support, inherent danger/difficulty (e.g. arm-hanging is likely less demanding than ricochetal brachiation), and time spent in activity. One possible niche that would require highly effective terrestrial and suspensory behaviors is one that mandates a highly efficient form of locomotion adapted to relatively long distances of terrestrial travel at relatively high speeds, punctuated by suspensory forays into the canopy. This niche would be the hominoid equivalent of the baboon niche. The average day journey of *Papio* species (5.4–10.6 km) are long relative to that of *Gorilla gorilla* (0.86 km) and *Pan troglodytes* (2.4–3.6 km), but also include arboreal travel (Fleagle, 1999; Nunn and van Schaik, 2001). While baboons utilize above-branch quadrupedism for arboreal travel, it has been argued that large-bodied hominoids must employ suspensory behaviors to access fruit at the terminal ends of branches (Andrew, 1981).

Changing environmental conditions that reduced the size and/or carrying capacity of the traditional hominoid niche, and increased the proportion of landmass that mandated use of a novel niche, could have forced the proto-hominin population into such a niche to avoid extinction. It is also possible that the proto-hominin could have shifted to occupy a niche that did not require either highly effective suspensory or terrestrial behaviors. A shift to a purely terrestrial niche would have eliminated the use of suspensory behaviors and drastically reduced the demand for shoulder mobility, thus allowing the shoulder to evolve exclusively to meet the demands for shoulder stability and a highly effective quadrupedism. A shift to such a niche, however, would have required a selective pressure for bipedalism different than the one provided here. A shift to a niche that did not require a highly effective form of terrestrial locomotion would have allowed the shoulder to adapt mainly to meet the demand for mobility. This scenario would also require a different explanation for hominin bipedalism than the one envisioned here.

If the proto-hominin were forced into a niche that required highly effective terrestrial and suspensory behaviors,
there would have been a selective pressure to increase population fitness since presumably the population would not be pre-adapted to it. Selection cannot change the requirements for travel through specific parts of the environment to occupy a niche, nor can it remove the trade-off constraint on shoulder morphology. Selection can, however, act to change the locomotor and postural behaviors used to occupy the niche, and as a result, change the demands on the shoulder. Changes in locomotor and postural behaviors that reduce the demand for shoulder mobility or stability could produce the requisite increase in fitness. Morphological changes that increase the efficacy of newly important behaviors would follow. Behaviorally, mobility could be reduced by replacing suspensory behaviors with non-suspensory forms. Suspensory arboreal adaptations are, as discussed earlier, important to hominoids so that they may access fruit on terminal branches and are unlikely to be eliminated (Andrew, 1981).

The alternative to reducing the demand for shoulder mobility is to reduce the demand for shoulder stability. A transition to bipedalism would reduce the demand on the shoulder for stability, allowing the shoulder to adapt mainly for suspensory behaviors. The forelimbs and hind limbs would become increasingly independent with respect to locomotor function. Retaining a highly mobile shoulder must have provided a substantial advantage for early hominins. The advantage would have had to make up for lost arboreal (vertical climbing and suspensory) adaptation in the hind limbs, although such losses may have been small. Pontzer and Wrangham (2004) suggest that vertical climbing represents a small portion of the energy budgets of chimpanzees relative to terrestrial quadrupedism, and arm-hanging without hind limb assistance is frequently used by chimpanzees, comprising approximately 5% of all postures among Mahale and Gombe chimpanzees (Hunt, 1991).

The retention of high mobility in the shoulder (and likely other suspensory adaptations throughout the forelimb and thorax) would have been critical, and of significant advantage, because of dangers that accompany arboreal behaviors. Loss of forelimb suspensory adaptations would result in less effective suspensory behaviors. This could mean not only lower efficiency, but could have also seriously compromised arboreal safety. Serious injury and death may accompany falls from relatively low heights (6 m) (Crites et al., 1998; Steedman, 1989; Urquhart et al., 1991), and a review of average canopy height usage for the African apes demonstrates that even large male gorillas venture as far as 7 m and that chimpanzees regularly travel as high as 20 m (Doran, 1996). Avoiding debilitating injury and/or death would be a significant gain in fitness.

If bipedalism represented only a small proportion of all terrestrial locomotion, it may not have become the dominant form. If bipedalism, however, represented a sufficiently large amount of all terrestrial locomotion then it is expected to become the dominant form. The results in Figs. 5 and 6 show the absolute and proportional amount of bipedalism (reduction in stability demand) necessary to attain a relatively high fitness level (0.9). Bipedalism, as a proportion of the original demand for stability, exceeds 0.5 for many of the niches in Fig. 6.

The strength of the DH is that it provides several testable predictions about primate behavior and anatomy, the hominin fossil record and the early hominin niche. These predictions include:

1. Bipedalism is a predictable behavior in primates. Bipedalism, as a proportion of all terrestrial and above-branch behaviors, should be correlated with the interaction between demands for shoulder mobility and stability. Bipedalism should be the dominant form of above-branch and terrestrial behaviors in niches that require highly effective forms of both terrestrial (or above-branch) and suspensory behaviors.

2. The early hominin body plan should appear to be superiorly/inferiorly split. The upper body should appear adapted to suspensory adaptations and these adaptations should not simply reflect evolutionary lag. The hind limbs should appear adapted to terrestrial locomotion.

3. The early hominin niche should require highly effective forms of terrestrial and suspensory locomotion. This niche is expected to be different from those occupied by quadrupedal hominoids.

4. Since loading patterns during development influence joint morphology, primates that require highly mobile shoulders should utilize behaviors during the time of shoulder growth that reduce shoulder forces that would lead to more stable morphologies.

5. Quadrupedal primates with highly mobile shoulders should have a reduced above-substrate locomotor efficacy. This could include lower efficiency, reduced speed, limited daily journey, or earlier onset of muscle fatigue.

6. Primates with highly stable shoulders should have a reduced capacity for suspensory behaviors.

9. Conclusion

The results presented here offer paleoanthropology a new testable hypothesis for the origin of hominin bipedalism. The DH posits that bipedalism is the result of a selective pressure that increased the independence of the forelimb and the hind limbs with respect to locomotor function. Bipedalism would have allowed early hominin to occupy niches that mandated highly effective terrestrial and suspensory behaviors which would not have been available to quadrupeds because of the trade-off between shoulder mobility and stability. I submit that exploration of the DH is warranted. Research is currently being planned and conducted to test the proposed hypothesis.
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